
AJC has long advocated 

an effective energy 

policy that both protects 

our environment and 

reduces our nation’s 

dependence on hostile 

energy sources. We have 

been actively engaged 

in advocacy, coalition 

building, education, and 

grassroots activities on 

both energy security and 

sustainability.  

AJC Washington is partnering with your 

congregation, organization, or busi-

ness on Green Spaces, a new initiative 

that educates our community about 

the importance of reducing America’s 

dependence on oil from hostile nations. 

Your organization has reserved a park-

ing space for vehicles that reduce oil 

use, such as hybrid, electric, natural gas 

or those vehicles that get more than 35 

miles per gallon in combined city and 

highway driving.  

Reserved parking spaces highlight the 

issue of our dependence on oil from 

hostile nations, which affects national 

security, Israel, human rights and the 

environment. AJC thanks you for sharing 

our vision of a cleaner, greener world 

where oil is not used as a weapon.
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America’s security requires reducing our 

dependence on oil imported from hostile 

nations. Americans consume 25 percent of 

the world’s oil production yet control less 

than 3 percent of its supply; this depen-

dence holds our national and foreign policy 

interest hostage to a few unfriendly gov-

ernments engaged in activities that cause 

harm to America and the Jewish people. 

Our transportation sector accounts for 70 

percent of our total oil demand—and 95% 

of America’s planes, trains, automobiles 

and trucks are unable to operate on any-

thing but petroleum based fuel. To meet 

this demand, America sends 1 billion dollars 

abroad daily for petroleum, much of it to 

undemocratic and despotic regimes, such 

as Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, and  

Nigeria. Saudi Arabia is the 2nd largest 

exporter of oil to the US, and Venezuela is 

the 4th largest.

Iran, whose nuclear ambitions threaten to 

destabilize the Middle East, is the third-

largest crude oil exporter in the world. The 

country would not be able to finance its 

nuclear program, or to fund Hezbollah and 

Hamas, without its oil revenues. 

As New York Times columnist Thomas 

Friedman said, “We’re funding both 

sides in the war on terrorism.”

Human Rights
Some of the biggest violators of human 

and political rights are among the top 

five oil exporters to the U.S. For exam-

ple, Saudi Arabia denies women their 

rights, Venezuela restricts freedom of 

expression, and Nigeria holds unfair 

elections. 

Environment
Respect for the earth is rooted in Jewish 

values—in the idea that we are partners 

in creation and responsible for sustain-

ing the natural gifts that surround us. 

The Bible teaches that God commanded 

Adam to be a wise steward of the earth. 

If people destroy the world, there will be 

no one else to repair it for 

them.

Reducing our 

dependence on 

oil helps us ful-

fill this commit-

ment to protect 

the planet.

Why Energy Security 
Matters

Reduce, Reuse and Recycle

The U.S. goes through 380 billion 
plastic bags a year. It takes 1.6 billion 
gallons of oil to make these plastic 
bags. Next time you shop take a reus-
able bag. 

Driving Efficiently

Driving aggressively can decrease 
your gas mileage by 33%. It’s better 
to drive at the speed limit, remove 
excess weight and avoid quick accel-
erations.

Hybrid or Fuel Efficient Vehicle

Driving a fuel efficient car saves you 
money and prevents hundreds of gal-
lons from being consumed annually.  

Public transportation 

Our dependence on oil would drop 
by 40% if only 10% of us would take 
public transportation daily instead of 
driving to work. 

Carpooling

Carpooling with only one other person 
can cut your gas and parking costs in 
half, as well as your emissions. 

Walking or Cycling

40% of all trips are made within 2 
miles of the home, and walking or 
cycling to these destinations instead 
of driving saves gas and money.

Advocacy

Call or write your representatives ask-

ing for comprehensive energy reform.
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